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At DOLPH we set a brief. The artist’s objective is to frame an exhibition that contextualises the interests  
and concerns driving their practice. How they do this is up to them. They set their own terms. They are their  
own curators. 

In May, Mathew Sawyer will travel to Berlin to answer the DOLPH brief, in the second part of our exchange with 
Farbvision, a project space run by Paul McDevitt. Mathew Sawyer’s works are intimate observations of daily life 
tinged with a kind of dark humour that accompanies notions of mortality. His observations are played out through 
a variety of mediums and take many forms – paintings, sculptures, documentary works, songs and tattoos, inked 
both on himself and others. For DOLPH, Sawyer will present and perform new works at Farbvision in an attempt 
to illustrate how they feed off each other and contextualise how each one came to be. He says:

“My practice takes many forms. So too does daily life. Using many forms is a necessity – they all 
interconnect, and give you a better chance of articulating the wider picture of whatever it is I’m trying 
to say. I don’t believe in miracles. I work in slippers and wear shoes to go to the shops. The shops are 
my work too: B&Q, the off-license, or Tesco. Public transport is a box full of people: the best studio I’ve 
ever had. All my work is about the tragedy of my own certain demise. When I die the world will pop like 
a spit bubble in a baby’s mouth. Apologies.”

The exhibition will open with a private view and performance on Friday 19th May. Visit www.dolphprojects.com 
to see the full programme and images of past shows. Hi-res images are available upon request. For more 
information contact: info@dolphprojects.com

Mathew Sawyer at Farbvision
PV and Performance 19th May 2017, 7–9pm. Show runs until 17th June. Open by appointment only. 
Farbvision, Schönhauser Allee 28, 10435 Berlin 
info@farbvision.net 
www.farbvision.net

DOLPH, ASC Studios, 47c Streatham Hill, London SW2 4TS 
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